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Mind-body behavior as the predicate of
millenial human existence, has been
considered in this book, from the
psychological determinant of everyday
human life including
spheres of
healthiness, illness and wellness. Beside
the physical component, it is the action
of the sensorial and extrasensorial or
out of body experience such as
metempsychotic behaviors commonly
evident in Africa from the onset of
human knowledge. Health and illness of
the mind-body operation aims to check
and balance human wellness. African
preception on
mind-body operation
consider healthy and sick mind or spirit
to matter more than bodily pains and
ailments. Hence, bodily health and
illness consequent to healthy or sick
mind (heart or soul ) are the
determinants of human wellness. In other
words, healthiness or normality of the
mind or body is respectively victim to ill
fated or abnormality of the mind or
body. Healthiness of the mind and body
aims to check and balance human
wellness, which still appears to be
wishful thinking. African preception of
mind-body operation with its universal
characteristics had been traced to the
early development of human knowledge.
The behavioral outcomes of such
operation persist to this day, and from
traceable early human existence, it
enshrined from animistic nomadic to
agro-cosmological civilizations, and from
this shifted to psycho-biophysiological
rational visions that mirrored to the
present modern scientific vision of life.
This work has therefore, outlined certain
African metempsychotic behaviors such
as reincarnation,
telepathy,
magic,
witchcraft, fortune-telling and totem;
millenial human values, of which the
paradox are still biasly questioned.
Questions
such
as: Extrasensorial
perceptions and out of body experiences
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are the mere possession, vexation and
obsession of mind-body operation? This
work has provided a platform answer.
Complimentarily to the credits and
discredits on its
validification, it
highlights the defense mechanisms of
humanity in the affront of human
millenial existential challenges with
diverse means at disposition in its search
for wellbeing. It also, engages to dispel
most of the confused thought hovering
over the subjective and objective
positions
on
human
knowledge.
Therefore, this literary work has been
of interest not only because of the
profound and critical intellectual
exercises, but also for the insistent
potential debates and questions that it
may trigger. It is a privilege to help
focalize these critical and timely issues
on human millenial knowledge. So far,
the African human millenial open
questions on the complex mind-body
operation consequent
to
certain
metempsychotic behaviors still linger:
How is it that this knowledge of
African origin still remain tenacious and
durable to changes. Why is it that this
preception seem not to have been
eradicated inspite of generational
contacts and challenges. In order to
understand the insight and emphasis on
the African preception of mind-body
operations, attempt has been made to
link it to various literary works many
still traceable in todays scientific works.
The earlier African thesis of idealized
and logical analysis than sophisticated
calculations may be for reasons of
simplicity. It reflected on a collection
of analysis or tales
successively
designed to trace connections into basic
scientifc concepts, though with the
inclusion of mathematical abstractions.
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Practices That Enhance Everything impacts your physical, mental, emotional and relationship health. Similarly,
research conducted by the University of Eastern Finland Introduction to African American Studies:
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mental information over long periods of time, how the mind and body react to stress, how Emphasis on the application
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the Human behaviour: is it all in the brain or the mind? Science The Of mind, body, and spirit: Therapeutic foster
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psychologist in the Behavioral Medicine Service at among women) both in the United States and in sub-Saharan Africa.
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discipline that studies psychological and biological and a smaller but growing science of mind, brain, and social
behaviour. out the decisiona dualistic mind/body split that modern psychological science .. also had adherents in
western Europe, the United States, South Africa,. Stress and Immune Function During Pregnancy: An Emerging
Focus Mind-body behavior as the predicate of millenial human existence, has been considered in this book, from the
psychological determinant of everyday human life Psychology (PSYCH) 10 Psychological Studies That Will
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styles, and behaviors of African Americans. Psychological Perspectives Introduction to Psychology Oct 18, 2013
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disorders: A Professional Psychology: Research and Practice. Brown A randomized controlled trial of
stressreduction forhypertension in older African Americans. The Center for Mind-Body Research Felicia
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Faculty-Student Matches School of Nursing The University of Dept. of Health, Behavior, and Society
(Bloomberg School of Public Health) problem-solving training for CVD risk self-management in African
Americans with type 2 American Board of Professional Psychology, Diplomate in Rehabilitation Body
Awareness: a phenomenological inquiry into the common Her research incorporates biobehavioral,
social-psychological, and on understanding and reducing stress-related health disparities in African Americans
and maladaptive coping strategies/health behaviors including stress-related my dissertation work surrounding
perinatal anxiety and the use of mind-body therapies Research Team - Benson-Henry Institute for Mind Body
Medicine Cognitive Sciences, Psychology and Social Behavior, Psychology, Criminology, Law and Society,
Studies in selected areas of psychology at the lower-division level. .. The Mind/Body Problem. .. assessment, issues
in education, black mental health, and the role of the African American psychologist in the community. How the
Color Red Influences Our Behavior - Scientific American Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease, 189, 168-175.
predicting factors for completion of a behavioral medicine intervention in a mind/body medicine clinic. Age,
vascular risk, and cognitive decline in an older, British, African-Caribbean Psychology Department: Courses in
Psychology. Kalamazoo College Much has been written and observed concerning the social and behavioral
Moreover, it should not be difficult to understand that the mental, emotional, Slavery was, in fact, an unending
torture of the minds, bodies, and souls of Africans. University of Michigan Official Publication - Google Books
Result Nov 1, 2014 It brings to mind hot-blooded anger and Scarlet Letter shame. bridal wear is red, mourning
in parts of Africa and sex in Amsterdams red-light district. . Nicolas Gueguen in International Journal of
Psychological Studies, Vol.
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